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Abstract
In this paper we analyze positive difference-algebraic equations. Conditions regarding
some of the matrices involved in the solution of this kind of systems are described. Geo-
metrical conditions are used to characterize positive structural properties. © 2002 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The characterization of positive systems attracts interest because this kind of sys-
tem appears in the modeling of many processes, for instance, economic models, cir-
cuit networks, chemical and power systems. In these models state variables represent
population, measure, mass, etc., and therefore, there are nonnegative.
Many aspects of positive standard systems have been considered by different
authors. Coxson and Shapiro [5] and Rumchev and James [10] analyzed structural
properties of these systems. Valcher [12] and Bru et al. [3] gave canonical forms of
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the reachability property. The pole assignment problem was studied by Rumchev and
James [11]. Recently, Rumchev and Caccetta [9] provided a survey of reachability
and controllability properties. A complete introduction to positive linear standard
systems can be found in [7].
For singular systems without nonnegative restrictions, results have been described
by different authors, for instance see [6,8] and the references there in. Positive sin-
gular systems have only recently studied in the control theory.
In this work, we study positive discrete-time singular systems, that is, linear time-
invariant difference-algebraic equations with nonnegative solutions, deriving condi-
tions over the coefficient matrices of the system such that the solution of the singular
system has a positive behavior. In addition, we characterize positive reachability and
positive controllability properties. To this end, we construct reachability cones. We
will see that the results obtained are generalizations of those known for positive
standard systems.
Consider the discrete-time singular system, that is, the system of linear time-in-
variant difference-algebraic equations (in short DAE or system)
Exk+1 = Axk + Buk,
yk = Cxk +Duk, (1)
whereE,A ∈ Rn×n, rank (E)  n,B ∈ Rn×m,C ∈ Rp×n,D ∈ Rp×m, k ∈ Z+. Sys-
tem (1) is denoted by (E,A,B,C,D). In this paper, we consider a DAE given by
(E,A,B), since we are interested in the study of reachability and controllability
properties. Note that we can consider the system (E,A,C) if we want to analyze
the dual properties. When E = I , system (1) is called a standard system. It is well
known (see [6,8]) that if there exists a scalar λ ∈ C such that det[λE − A] /= 0 (i.e.
system (1) satisfies the regularity condition), we can obtain a state solution. A state
solution to DAE ( 1) is given by
xk = (ÊDÂ)kÊDÊx0 +
k−1∑
i=0
ÊD(ÊDÂ)k−i−1B̂ui
−(I − ÊDÊ)
q−1∑
i=0
(ÊÂD)iÂDB̂uk+i ,
where Ê = (λE − A)−1E, Â = (λE − A)−1A, B̂ = (λE − A)−1B, and x0 is an
admissible initial condition, q is the smallest nonnegative integer such that rank(Êq)
= rank(Êq+1), called index of Ê, ind (Ê), and MD denotes the Drazin inverse of a
matrix M (see [1]). The set of admissible initial conditions X0 is given by
X0 = Im
[
ÊDÊ,H0, . . . , Hq−1
]
, (2)
where Hi = (I − ÊDÊ)(ÊÂD)iÂD , i = 0, . . . , q − 1. Note that matrices Ê and Â
satisfy ÊÂ = ÂÊ, which is a basic property for obtaining the above explicit solution
in terms of the Drazin inverse of Ê and Â, respectively.
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Since the solution of a DAE is given in terms of the Drazin inverse, we have
provided a background to generalized inverses (see [4]). It is well known that the
Drazin inverse of a matrixA ∈ Rn×n is the matrixAD satisfying: (i)ADAAD = AD ,
(ii) AAD = ADA and (iii) Ak+1AD = Ak , where k  ind(A), where ind(A) is the
smallest nonnegative integer k such that rank(Ak) = rank(Ak+1).
If ind(A)  1, then AD also satisfies A ADA = A. In this case the Drazin inverse
of A is called the group inverse of A and it is denoted by A#. Then the group inverse
can be considered as a special case of the Drazin inverse. The group inverse of A
is usually defined as follows: given A ∈ Rn×n, if A# exists, the group inverse is the
unique matrix satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and AA#A = A.
Given a matrix partitioned as
M =
[
A B
C D
]
with A ∈ Rr×r and rank(M) = rank(A) = r , then
MD =
[
I
CA−1
] [
(AS)2
]D
A[IA−1B],
where S = I + A−1BCA−1 (see [4]).
The set of nonnegative vectors of length n is denoted by Rn+. If x ∈ Rn+ then it
is denoted by x  0. A nonnegative matrix A = [aij ] with aij  0 is denoted by
A  O.
2. Characterization of positive DAE
In this section we characterize the positive solution of the DAE (E,A,B) by
means of the coefficient matrices. First, we define positive system (positive DAE).
Definition 1. System (E,A,B) is called positive if, for every admissible initial state
x0  0 and for every nonnegative control sequence, the state trajectory belongs to
Rn+, that is xk  0 ∀k ∈ Z+, ∀x0 ∈ X0 ∩ Rn+ and ∀uj  0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k + q − 1.
In general, in the following we suppose that matrices E and A of the system com-
mute, EA = AE.
The following algebraic characterization of positive DAE is given in [2]. The
proof is given for completeness.
Proposition 1. Consider the system (E,A,B). Suppose that EED  0 and EA =
AE. The system (E,A,B) is positive if and only if EDA  0, EDB  0 and
(I − EDE)(EAD)iADB  0, i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1, where q is the index of E.
Proof. Suppose that the system is positive. The nonnegative trajectory of the system,
when EA = AE, is given by
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xk = (EDA)kEDEx0 +
k−1∑
i=0
ED(EDA)k−i−1Bui
−(I − EDE)
q−1∑
i=0
(EAD)iADBuk+i (3)
with x0 ∈ X0 ∩ Rn+. Since EED  0 then x0 = EEDei  0 is an admissible ini-
tial state, for all i = 1, . . . , n. In this case, using the sequence control uj = 0, j =
0, 1, . . . , k + q − 1, the nonnegative state of the trajectory at time k = 1 is given by
x1 = (EDA)EEDx0 = (EDA)EEDEEDei.
Using EDA = AED and Drazin inverse properties, we have
x1 = (EDA)EEDei = AEDei  0
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Then EDA  0.
Now, take x0 = 0, u0 = ei ∈ Rn+, uj = 0, j = 1, . . . , q, where q is the index of
E. At time k = 1, x1 = EDBei  0, and by applying this process to all i = 1, . . . , n,
we obtain EDB  0.
Choosing uk = ei and uj = 0, j /= k, j = 1, . . . , k + q − 1, we have
xk = −(I − EDE)ADBei  0
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Then (I − EDE)ADB  0.
Taking uk+h = ei for all i = 1, . . . , n and uj = 0, j /= k + h, j = 1, . . . , k +
q − 1, we obtain
xk = −(I − EDE)(EAD)hADBei  0
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Then (I − EDE)(EAD)hADB  0 for all h = 1, . . . , q − 1.
Conversely, it is easy to check that if (I − EDE)(EAD)iADB  0 for all i =
0, 1, . . . , q − 1, EDB  0 and EDA  0, then the trajectory (3) is nonnegative,
xk  0, ∀uj  0, j = 1, . . . , k + q − 1, k ∈ Z+. 
Remark 1. If the condition EA = AE does not hold, the matrices E and A can be
replaced by Ê and Â, respectively, and matrix B can be replaced by B̂, to obtain the
same result.
If the system (E,A,B) satisfies the regularity condition, then that system is
equivalent to the canonical forward–backward form (see [6]), given by
Exk+1 = Axk + Buk (4)
with
E = diag(In1 , N), A = diag (A1, In2), n1 + n2 = n, B =
[
B1
B2
]
,
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and N is nilpotent. In this case EDE = diag(In1 ,O), EDA = diag(A1,O), EDB =[BT1 O]T and (I − EDE)(EAD)iADB = [0 (NiB2)T]T. Hence, a forward–back-
ward system is positive if and only if A1  0, B1  0 and NiB2  0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,
q − 1.
Note that the condition of nonnegativity of the matrices EDE, EDA, EDB is a
generalization of the positive characterization of the standard case,E = I , that is, the
matrices A and B are nonnegative. This fact leads to the study of certain properties
over nonnegative matrices in order to determine the Drazin inverse of special cases
of nonnegative matrices.
3. Nonnegative generalized inverses and application to positive DAE
Now, consider a nonnegative matrix E ∈ Rn×n+ . There exists a permutation matrix
P such that
PEP T =
[
M E12
E21 E22
]
∈ Rn×n+ , (5)
where r = rank(E), M is a nonsingular monomial matrix of order less than or equal
to r. If matrix M is a nonsingular matrix, E22 is nilpotent and E12 = E21 = O, the
Drazin inverse of the above matrix is given by ED = P Tdiag(M−1,O)P . We shall
now study some interesting particular cases.
Proposition 2. Consider the matrix E ∈ Rn×n+ . Suppose that there exists a permu-
tation matrix such that
E = P T
[
Mr E12
E21 E22
]
P (6)
where r = rank(E) and Mr is a nonsingular monomial matrix of size r. We have:
1. If E22 = O and E12E21 = O, then
ED = P T
[
M−1r M−2r E12
E21M
−2
r E21M
−3
r E12
]
P ∈ Rn×n+ .
2. If E21 = O, then
ED = P T
[
M−1r M−2r E12
O O
]
P ∈ Rn×n+ .
3. If E12 = O, then
ED = P T
[
M−1r O
E21M−2r O
]
P ∈ Rn×n+ .
Proof. It is easy to prove the above proposition if r = rank(E) = rank(Mr) then
E22 = E21M−1r E12. 
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Now we consider the special structures of matrix E analyzed in the above proposi-
tion in order to weaken the sufficient condition of Proposition 1 of positive systems.
In particular, we say that matrix E satisfies:
• Condition (a). If under a permutation transformation P, E is given by expression
(5), where M is a nonsingular monomial matrix and E22 is a nilpotent matrix,
E12 = E21 = O.
• Condition (b). If under a permutation transformation P, E is given by expression
(6) where r = rank(E), Mr is a nonsingular monomial matrix of size r, E12E21 =
O, and one of the blocks E12, E21, E22 is the zero block.
Proposition 3. Consider the system (E,A,B). Suppose that E  O satisfies Con-
dition (a) or Condition (b). If A  0 is such that EA = AE, B  0 and (I − EDE)
(EAD)iAD  0, i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1, where q is the index of E, then the system
(E,A,B) is positive.
Proof. When E satisfies Condition (a),ED = P Tdiag(M−1,O)P  O andEED =
P Tdiag(I,O)P  O. Moreover, if A  0, then EDA  0. Hence, by Proposition 1,
the trajectory (3) is nonnegative, xk  0 ∀uj  0, j = 1, . . . , k + q − 1, k ∈ Z+.
When E satisfies Condition (b) then ED  O and we obtain
EED = P T
[
Ir M
−1
r E12
E21M−1r E21(M−1r )2E12
]
P.
Thus, by Proposition 1, trajectory (3) is nonnegative, xk0 ∀uj  0, j = 1, . . . , k +
q − 1, k ∈ Z+. 
4. Reachability and controllability: geometrical conditions
In this section we analyze the structural properties of a positive system. To do
end, we introduce the reachability cones of this kind of system and we characterize
the reachability and controllability properties by means of these cones. First, we give
the following definition.
Definition 2. Consider the system (E,A,B)  0 and the set of admissible initial
conditions X0 given in (2).
(i) The state x ∈ Rn+ is positively reachable if there exist a time k ∈ Z+ and a
control sequence uj  0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k + q − 1 transferring the state of the
system from the origin at time 0, to x at time k. The system (E,A,B)  0 is
positively reachable if every x ∈ Rn+ is positively reachable.
(ii) The system (E,A,B)  0 is positively controllable if any final state xf ∈ Rn+
can be reachable from any initial state x0 ∈ X0.
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(iii) In this last case, when xf = 0, the system (E,A,B) is called positively null-
controllable.
Now, we characterize the positive null-controllable property.
Theorem 1. Consider the system (E,A,B)  0 with EED  0 and EA = AE.
The system is positively null-controllable if and only if EDA is a nilpotent matrix.
Proof. If EDA is a nilpotent matrix of the order of nilpotence l, it suffices to consid-
er the state xk with k  l and the sequence control uj = 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k + q − 1,
to verify that the system is positively null-controllable.
Conversely, if the positive system (E,A,B) is positively null-controllable, for
any x0 ∈ X0, then there exists a k ∈ Z+ and a control sequence uj  0, j = 0, 1,
. . . , k + q − 1 such that xk = 0, then
0 = (EDA)kEDEx0 +
k−1∑
i=0
ED(EDA)k−i−1Bui
−(I − EDE)
q−1∑
i=0
(EAD)iADBuk+i .
Since the three terms of the above expression are positive (see Proposition 1), (EDA)k
EDEx0 = 0 for all x0 ∈ X0. In particular for x0 = EDEei , we have 0 = (EDA)kei
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Hence, there exists a time l ∈ Z+ such that (EDA)l = 0, that is
EDA is a nilpotent matrix. 
Next we shall introduce polyhedral cones containing the reachable states in k steps
of a positive system. From these cones we shall establish geometrical characteriza-
tions of the structural properties.
Consider a positive system (E,A,B)  0 with q = index(E), EED  0 and
EA = AE. The set of positively reachable states in k steps is the cone,Rk(E,A,B),
generated by the columns of the nonnegative matrix[
EDB EDEDAB · · · ED(EDA)k−1B
−(I − EDE)ADB · · · − (I − EDE)(EAD)q−1ADB].
Denote by R∞(E,A,B) =⋃∞k=1Rk(E,A,B) the set of all reachable states in a
finite time. Then the system (E,A,B)  0 is positively reachable if and only if
R∞(E,A,B) = Rn+.
We consider the cones
Fk(E,A,B) =
〈
EDB,EDEDAB, . . . , ED(EDA)k−1B
〉
and
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B(E,A,B) = 〈− (I − EED)ADB, . . . ,−(I − EED)(EAD)q−1ADB〉,
and the set
F∞(E,A,B) =
∞⋃
k=1
Fk (E,A,B) .
Now, we may provide the geometrical characterization of positive reachable prop-
erty. First, we recall that the direct sum of cones is denoted by K = K1 ⊕K2, and
the subspace K −K is denoted by span(K).
Theorem 2. The positive system (E,A,B)  0 with EED  0 and EA = AE is
positively reachable if and only if
F∞(E,A,B) = PRn+ and B(E,A,B) = (I −P)Rn+,
where
P =
[
In1 O
O O
]
and rank(EED) = n1.
Proof. By construction, Rk(E,A,B) =Fk(E,A,B)+B(E,A,B) and using
EDEED = ED and EED = EDE, then span(Fk(E,A,B)) ⊂ Im(EED) and
span(B(E,A,B)) ⊂ Im(I−EED). SinceEED is a projection, Im(EED) ∩ Im(I −
EED) = {0}, then
span(Fk(E,A,B)) ∩ span(B(E,A,B)) = {0}
and hence
Rk(E,A,B) =Fk(E,A,B)⊕B(E,A,B).
Further, by construction, Rk(E,A) ⊆ Rk+1(E,A).
Since (E,A,B)  0 is positively reachable if and only if R∞(E,A,B)=Rn+,
and sinceRk(E,A,B) =Fk(E,A,B)⊕B(E,A,B) andRk(E,A)⊆Rk+1(E,A),
then (E,A,B)  0 is positively reachable if and only ifF∞(E,A,B) = PRn+ and
B(E,A,B) = (I −P)Rn+, where
P =
[
In1 O
O O
]
and rank(EED) = n1. 
From the above propositions and the characterization of positive reachability of
standard positive systems in terms of the existence of a monomial submatrix of order
n in the reachability matrix given in [5], the following characterization is established.
Proposition 4. Consider the system (E,A,B)  0 with EED  0, rank (EED) =
n1 and EA = AE. Then R∞(E,A,B) = Rn+ if and only if[
EDB EDEDAB · · · ED(EDA)n−1B]
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has an n× n1 monomial submatrix and[− (I − EDE)ADB · · · − (I − EDE)(EAD)q−1ADB]
has an n× (n− n1) monomial submatrix.
Now, the following is the result for the positive controllability property.
Theorem 3. Given (E,A,B)  0 with EED  0 and EA = AE, then the system
is positively controllable if and only if R∞(E,A,B) = Rn+ and EDA is a nilpotent
matrix.
Note that if the positive DAE is forward–backward in the last proposition, the
nilpotence of EDA is replaced by the nilpotence of A1.
Given a DAE without nonnegative restrictions (E,A,B), the aim now is to con-
struct a positive system equivalent to the initial one.
Theorem 4. Consider the system (E,A,B) such that the matrix E˜ = (αE + A)−1
E = diag(I, E22) with 0 < α < 1 and E22  0 is nilpotent. If
B˜ = (αE + A)−1B =
[
B˜1
−B˜2
]
, B˜i  0, i = 1, 2,
then
(i) Given a system (E,A,B), there exists a positive system (E,A,B)  0 equiva-
lent to (E,A,B).
(ii) The system (E,A,B) is positively reachable if and only if B˜1 has an n1 × n1
monomial submatrix and the block matrix[
(I − αE22)−1B˜2 · · · ((I − αE22)−1E22)q−1(I − αE22)−1B˜2
]
has an (n− n1)× (n− n1) monomial submatrix.
Proof. (i) Using the matrices E˜ = (αE + A)−1 E = diag (I, E22), we construct
A˜ = I − αE˜ = (αE + A)−1 A = diag((1 − α)I, I − αE22)
and define Q = diag(I, (I − αE22)−1)(αE + A)−1. Note that as 0 < α < 1, (I −
αE22) is an M-matrix and so (I − αE22)−1  0. Then we can obtain the equivalent
system (E,A,B) = (QE,QA,QB), where
E = diag(I, (I − αE22)−1E22), A = diag((1 − α)I, I )
B =
[
B˜1
− (I − αE22)−1 B˜2
]
.
This system is a positive system sinceEED = diag(I,O)  O,EA = AE,EDA =
diag((1 − α)I,O)  O, and
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E
D
B =
[
B˜1
O
]
 O,
(I − EDE)(EAD)iADB =
[
O
−((I − αE22)−1E22)i (I − αE22)−1B˜2
]
 O
for all i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1 with q = index(E).
(ii) By construction of the positive system (E,A,B), the polyhedral cones in k
steps Fk(E,A,B) and B(E,A,B) are generated by the columns of the matrices[
B˜1 (1 − α)B˜1 · · · (1 − α)k−1B˜1
O O · · · O
]
and [
O · · · O
−(I − αE22)−1B˜2 · · · −
(
(I − αE22)−1E22
)q−1
(I − αE22)−1B˜2
]
,
respectively. Thus, (E,A,B) is positively reachable if and only if B˜1 has an n1 × n1
monomial submatrix and[
(I − αE22)−1 B˜2 · · ·
(
(I − αE22)−1E22
)q−1
(I − αE22)−1B˜2
]
has an (n− n1)× (n− n1) monomial submatrix. 
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